WINTER 2019 – 2020 SCHOLAR ATHLETES
Congratulations to our Varsity fall teams who qualified for the NYSPHSAA Scholar Athlete Team Award. To qualify, 75% of the team’s roster must be 90% or higher.

Girls Basketball
GPA 95.43
***Alexandra Bednarczyk
***Megan Brecht
***Sydney Huhtala
***Hannah Mimas
***Katherine Pascale
***Gretchen Perine
***Jayda Pyle
***Jordan Roy
***Mary Young

Girls Indoor Track – Cont.
***Hannah Maroney
***Margaret McClain
***Alida Menickelli
***Kathryn Mitts
*Natalia Munson
***Olivia Muscolino
***Sophia Muscolino
***Briana Natoli
***Kathryn Nice
***Myra Nicholson
***Adrianna Orlando
***Madison Passante
***Julia Penfield
***Mariana Rinaldo
***Mary Sabatino
***Emilee Salzman
*Sarah Smiley
***Ella Smith
***Sage Springsteen
***Allyson Surowick
***Brooke Wirtheim
***Alexza Zalla
***Farrah Zalla

Girls Indoor Track
GPA 94.94
***Lauren Addario
***Jada Albero
***Sarah Allam
***Paige Bohman
***Courtney Bostic
***Anna Conklin
***Elizabeth Conklin
***Olivia Creelman
***Carsyn Cronin
***Emily DeJohn
***Carlie Desimone
***Karen Ekure
***Skye Exware
***Sarah Fawwaz
***Emma Gebhardt
***Sydney Gerharz
***Vivian Holden-Betts
***Anabelle Horan
***Lily Horan
***Eleanor Iamaio
***Hannah Johnson
***Madison Kennedy
***Nadia Kozman

Boys Swimming
GPA 93.66
***Elijah Bettinger
***John Burns
***Nathan Durkin
**Zachary Ehrig
***Brennan Gruppe
***Quinn Gruppe
**Mason Isbell
***Graham Jackson
***Alexander Lakomski
***Bailey Ludden
**Harrison Meyers
***Tristan Miranda
***Becket Plumley
***Nicholas Schultz
***Keenan Smith
***Aidan Solomon
**Jonathan Stevens

Boys Ice Hockey
GPA 93.35
**Colin Bourque
**Ryan Dickinson
**Matthew Fawwaz
***Christian Ficarra
**Cooper Foote
***Lucas Hoskin
***Liam Hughes
***Braden Lynch
***Keegan Lynch
***Michael Marsallo
***Bradley O’Neill
***Brayden Penafeather-Stevenson
***Alexander Pompo
***Nicholas Purdy

Boys Basketball
GPA 93.78
**James Brussel
***Daniel Fabrizio
***Braden McCord
***Devin Rachwal
**Nathan Ray
***Amar Roy
***Wayne Simon
***Nathan Sprague
***Jonathan Starling
***Chase Trombley

*Individual Scholar Athlete – GPA is 90% or above but less than 75% of team roster & not included in team GPA
**Scholar Athlete Team Award – GPA makes up 75% of the team roster and is included in the team GPA
***Scholar Athlete Team Award - GPA is included in the Team GPA & Individual Scholar Athlete (90% or above)
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Congratulations to our Varsity fall teams who qualified for the NYSPHSAA Scholar Athlete Team Award. To qualify, 75% of the team’s roster must be 90% or higher.

**Boys Ice Hockey** – Cont.
***Connor Santay
***Jonathan Schirmer
**Casey Scott
***Garrett Sutton
***Zachary Treichler
***Brian Yager

**Girls Bowling**
GPA 92.66
***Mandee Gaughan
***Lauren Gulich
***Madison Hass
**Elizabeth Hildreth
***Amelia Ponto
***Jenna Speich
***Julia Speich
**Ava Trendowski

**Boys Indoor Track**
GPA 92.55
**Dylan Barber
***Justin Barkley
**Thomas Bernardin
***Trevor Best
**James Cary
**Justin Chimento
***Sungwoo Choi
***Luke DeFio
***Colin DeLaney
**Lucas Fawcett
***Ryan Foley
***Griffin Gerharz
**James Glamos
***Thomas Hagopian
***Nathaniel Hahn
***Logan Hayes

**Boys Indoor Track** – Cont.
**Maximilian Hernandez
***Nathan Hludzenski
***Richard Howard
**Aiden Kostolecki
***David Mahar
***Jack McManus
***Stephen Meeker
**William Meyer
***Jack Michaels
**Steven Miller
***Grady Ordway
***Quinn Peters
***Anthony Petrelli
***Garrett Petrelli
***Aidan Priest
***Jeffrey Ragonese
***Liam Shonyo
***Kenneth Svitak
***Robert Thompson
***Connor Waldron
***Carson Way
***Owen Weaver
***Anthony White
**Dylan Wirtheim
***Skylar Yerdon

**Girls Cheerleading** – Cont.
***Brittany Stoudenmyre
**Kathleen Wickens

**Boys Bowling**
The following athletes are recognized as Individual Scholar Athletes for having a GPA of 90% or above:

Tanner Rozyczko
Dylan Williams

**Boys Wrestling**
The following athletes are recognized as Individual Scholar Athletes for having a GPA of 90% or above:

Mason Clark
Korben Haney
Keagan Hayes
Connor Kral

**Cheerleading**
GPA 90.91
**Catherine Angiolillo
***Emileigh Atkinson-Snow
***McKenna Atkinson-Snow
***Alyssa Chapman
***Lauren Letourneau
**Olivia Rafkis
**Meghan Sinclair
***Brianna Southworth

*Individual Scholar Athlete* – GPA is 90% or above but less than 75% of team roster & not included in team GPA

**Scholar Athlete Team Award** – GPA makes up 75% of the team roster and is included in the team GPA

***Scholar Athlete Team Award*** - GPA is included in the Team GPA & Individual Scholar Athlete (90% or above)